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Cycling has become increasingly popular in the UK in recent years and this is reflected 
in the thousands of journeys made each day by cyclists in the Royal Parks.  
 
There is extensive cycling infrastructure across the TRP estate and a network of 
permitted cycle paths and roadways.  This includes over 32 miles of road and 27 miles 
of off carriageway cycle paths within the parks where cycling is permitted.  Cycle 
parking is provided in key locations within all the parks, particularly close to entrances 
or facilities. 
 
While cyclists are very welcome pedestrians have priority within the Royal Parks as 
they make up the majority of park visitors.  To ensure a harmonious balance between 
all our visitors and protect park environments cyclists are required to stick to designated 
cycle paths and roads.  On park roads the Highway Code applies and is enforced under 
the Highways Act.  Off carriageway the park is protected through Park Regulations.  It 
is recommended that cyclists keep to appropriate speeds for the park environment.  

 
Additionally companion cycling schemes are licensed in Bushy Park and The Regent’s 
Park, which allow people with disabilities to enjoy the parks on specially modified 
bicycles.  Cycle tour groups are licensed within the central parks for guided tours of the 
city. TfL cycle hire is available in or near the central Royal Parks and there is also a hire 
facility at Richmond Park at Roehampton Gate. 
 
TRP continues to explore ways in which it can enhance the experience of cyclists in the 
park in a way that balances their needs and those of other visitors. 
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